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______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

ACM International Symposium on Physical Design 2015 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Blockage-Aware Detailed-Routing-Driven Placement Contest 

 
Call for Participation 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Start date:  November 10, 2014 
 
Registration deadline:  December 30, 2014 
 
Web site:  http://www.ispd.cc/contests/15/ispd2015_contest.html 
 
E-mail:  ispd2015contest@gmail.com 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Since 2005, the ACM International Symposium on Physical Design (ISPD) has held a yearly 
EDA competition.  Teams’   contributions   have   significantly advanced gate sizing, placement, 
global routing, and clock tree synthesis. We now announce the 2015 ISPD contest.   

 
The 2015 contest topic is blockage-aware detailed-routing-driven placement.  It extends last 

year’s topic to make it applicable to a more realistic setting: 
 
1. Additional sub-20nm cell spacing rules are included. These rules model vertical cell 

spacing restrictions for pin accessibility constraints due to pin coloring or due to spacing 
restrictions on the vias needed to access the pins. 
 

2. Special attention must be paid to minimize routed wire-length in the presence of large 
floorplan blockages and thin placement channels.  Figure 1 illustrates the consequence of 
placing a 2-pin net using a half perimeter wire-length (HPWL) model without blockage 
awareness.  Both placement choices in Figure 1 have identical HPWL of the bounding 
box containing the pins.  However, placement choice #2 has a longer routed wire-length 
since the router has to meander around the placement/routing blockage. 

 
3. The cells must be spread in the placeable area to allow for further buffer insertion and 

cell resizing that are typical after the initial placement.  We will measure the quality of 
the submitted placements by examining the distribution of the cell density map on a 4x4 
standard cell row height grid for placement density.  The mean of this distribution must 
match the (placeable) logic utilization with as tight a standard deviation as possible.  
 

4. Additional detailed routing statistics can be provided to help improve the correlation 
between modeled wire-length during placement and actual routed wire-length. 
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(a) HPWL for two possible placements for a mobile cell associated with a 2-pin net. 

 

 
(b) Routed wire-length for placement choice #1. 

 

 
(c) Routed wire-length for placement choice #2. 

Figure 1:  This example illustrates the consequences of placing a 2-pin net using a HPWL model 
without blockage awareness.  Both placement choices in Figure (a) have identical HPWL.  
However, placement choice #2 has a longer routed wire-length since the router has to meander 
around the placement/routing blockage as shown in Figure (c). 
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As in the 2014 contest, the metric of evaluation for the submitted placements will be based 
upon the quality of the corresponding detailed-routing as evaluated by a commercial detailed 
router.  The  motivation  for  this  year’s  topic  is similar to last  year’s contest. 
 

Routing design rules have increased significantly in complexity at sub-20nm nodes.  Many 
traditional methods for minimizing routing congestion during placement are no longer adequate.  
Examples of these placement routability challenges include: 

 
x Wire-length model accuracy:  The wire-length models that are commonly used in 

placement are often poor proxies for the routed wire-length.  Features such as net fan-out, 
blockage-awareness, and capacitance and resistance properties of routing layers may need to 
be incorporated to improve the correlation between the estimated and routed wire-length.  
 

x Global routing model accuracy:  A common placement approach is to periodically consult 
a global router to update wire load estimates.  The global routing update frequency can 
greatly impact the fidelity of the routing congestion map and thus placement quality.  
 

x Logical netlist complexity:  For example, a high average pin count per net (4 or more), 
datapath modules, clock network requirements, and accounting for timing objectives. 
 

x Physical floorplan complexity:  These include high placement utilization, irregular 
placeable area (e.g., high floorplan aspect ratio, rectilinear macros, and narrow routing 
channels), and boundary-pin-placement restrictions.   
 

x Cell pin accessibility:  It may not be possible to connect to some cell pins when certain cells 
are placed close to each other, e.g. due to routing congestion with non-default routing rules. 
 

x Routing layer restrictions:  Higher routing layers may be prohibited for signal nets.  Some 
routing layers are reserved for routing various critical net groups, such as clock nets, long 
timing critical nets, and power/ground grid. 

 
x Increased DRC and DFM complexity:  There are additional rules on routing and implant 

layers for advanced process nodes, in particular for process nodes with double patterning and 
FinFETs. These rules also impose spacing constraints between cells. 

Approaches to address these challenges may include more accurate global routing models, 
pin access modeling, and other techniques to mitigate routing congestion.  There can be a great 
disparity in quality between global and detailed routes for a given placement [1][2].  The 
miscorrelation between global and detailed routes motivates using detailed routing as the 
measure of  a  placement’s  quality.  
 

The 2014 ISPD contest benchmark suite [5] will be extended to spur development in this 
area. The benchmarks will be in the 5.7 Design Exchange format (DEF) and Library Exchange 
Format (LEF).  In addition, a C++ API to the NCTUgr global router [3][4] will be provided for 
teams interested in incorporating it into their placement and routing code.  How to download this 
API will be detailed on the ISPD contest website 
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Benchmark suite: 
 

We will provide a benchmark suite using the Library Exchange Format (LEF) and Design 
Exchange Format (DEF) 5.7 for this contest.  You can find complete descriptions of these 
standard ASCII formats at http://www.si2.org/openeda.si2.org/projects/lefdef.  For each design, 
we will provide four files: 
 

cells.lef: Physical characteristics of the technology library for the standard cell library, 
macros, and IO cells, etc. 
 
tech.lef: Physical characteristics of the routing layers, vias, placement site types, etc. 
 
design.def: Design-specific logical and physical information that represent of the design 
during any stage of the physical design process.  This includes net-list connectivity, grouping 
information, physical constraints, cell locations and orientations, routing geometry data, etc.   
 
design.v: Verilog gate-level netlist for the design. 
 
cells.tcl: Additional DRC cell spacing constraints in TCL format.  These new constraints are 
not part of the 5.7 LEF/DEF standard. 

 
We will provide a sample benchmark suite by November 10, 2014, to help you iron out 

parsing the data and initially test your tools.  We will provide the final benchmark suite by 
December 15, 2014.  Both will be downloadable from the ISPD contest website. 
 
 
LEF/DEF parsers: 
 

We strongly encourage downloading the LEF/DEF parsers already available from 
http://www.si2.org/openeda.si2.org/projects/lefdef.  If you do not have an Si2 license, please 
contact your university staff to obtain a free license for academic use.  You may also write your 
own LEF/DEF parsers if you wish.  However, using the already available parsers may save you a 
considerable amount of effort and time. 
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Contest procedure: 
 

As  in  last  year’s  contest,  each team must do the following: 
 

1. Create a contest web account. 
 

2. Write a placer/router tool that interfaces with a LEF/DEF parser. 
 

3. For each design, do the following: 
a. Read the LEF/DEF/Verilog input files. 
b. Generate a DEF file with all cell instances placed.  
c. Upload the DEF file to the contest website. 

Note:   
 

3.1 The cells in the netlist must remain the same.  No cell resizing, no addition/deletion of 
buffers, no tech remapping, etc. are allowed. 

3.2 The will be limits on how many jobs each team can submit per day.  More details on this 
restriction will be published on this website with the release of the final benchmark suite. 

 
Submitted placements will be routed using the Mentor Graphics Olympus detailed router. 

This execution will not be visible to the contestants.  Rather, the contestants will get a report of 
overflows, DRC's, and images.  The report will contain the following information: 

x total wire length 
x standard deviation from average placement utilization 
x number of DRC errors 
x the location of each DRC error 
x detailed information regarding nets involved with each DRC error  

 
Evaluation metrics: 
 

Executable submissions will be ranked based upon the following two criteria: 
 

1. Detailed routing quality for the generated placements as evaluated by the Mentor 
Graphics Olympus detailed router. 

2. Wire length 
3. Standard deviation from average placement utilization 
4. Placer runtime (multi-core implementations are encouraged). 

The exact evaluation metric will be published on the website with the release of the final 
benchmark suite.  Redhat 6.0 executables will need to be provided for this evaluation. In 
addition,   there   will   be   additional   “blind”   testing   of   the   final   executables   for   each   team   on   a  
similar set of unseen benchmark designs.   
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Relevant contest dates:   
 

Please make note of the following dates: 
 

x The ISPD symposium will be held during March 29 – April 1, 2015.  
x The contest will be held just prior to the symposium.  
x To test your tools, a sample benchmark will be provided by November 10, 2014. 
x The web-interface details will be provided by November 10, 2014. 
x The final benchmark suite will be released by December 15, 2015. 

 
x To officially participate, contestants must register by December 30, 2014.  Please see the 

registration section below or http://www.ispd.cc/contests/15/ispd2015_contest.html. 
x Each team must submit an alpha binary submission by February 15, 2015 for testing 

purposes, else will be disqualified from the contest. 
x Teams are required to submit their final executable binaries by midnight March 7, 2015.  
x The contest results will be announced at the 2015 ISPD symposium in Monterey, CA. 

 
Contest registration: 
 
x For registration and contest related inquiries, please email: ispd2015contest@gmail.com. 
x Please add "ISPD2015" to the subject line of any email. 
x To register your team, please provide the following information: 

 
1. Affiliation of the team/contestant(s) 
2. Names of team members 
3. One correspondence e-mail address for the team 

 
The Prizes: 
 
There will be monetary prizes awarded to the top three teams.  More details on this will be 
announced on the web site. 

 

Contest organizers: 
 

Ismail Bustany Contest Chair  Mentor Graphics Corporation  
David Chinnery    Mentor Graphics Corporation 
Clive Ellis     Mentor Graphics Corporation 
Igor Gambarin     Mentor Graphics Corporation 
John Jones     Mentor Graphics Corporation 
Ivan Kissiov     Mentor Graphics Corporation 
Wen-Hao Liu     Cadence Corporation 
Joseph Shinnerl    Mentor Graphics Corporation 
Vladimir Yutsis    Mentor Graphics Corporation  
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